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For obtaining good joints by soldering, a wettability of liquid metal on the solid metal surface, related to solderability, is one of the most important factors, and the wettability is accelerated by using a suitable flux and atmosphere. In atmosphere soldering the flow of molten solder will be retarded by oxide films on base metals formed by a small amount of oxygen in atmosphere.

In this study a wetting phenomenon of liquid tin on solid copper was clarified in relation to soldering, and the effects of additional elements to pure tin and oxide films on the base metal were mainly examined as the basic factors affecting the wettability. Li, Na and P were selected as additional elements to pure tin for making soldering more efficient. For the wettability test of an oxidized copper base metal, the reaction furnace which keeps the oxygen partial pressure in its atmosphere above the dissociation pressure of Cu₂O was employed to preserve oxide films at the experimental temperature.

It was clarified in this experiment that the activated tin alloys containing Li, Na and P as additional elements showed better wettability, and the effect of P addition was excellent. The spreading area of liquid tin decreases owing to the presence of oxide films, and the spreading area on oxidized copper with Cu₂O (600 Å in thickness) was approximately 50% of that on pure copper at 340°C. (Received May 4, 1972)

I. Introduction

The phenomena of wetting and spreading are of prime importance in the formation of brazed and soldered joints. Physical and chemical principles lead to equations governing the shape of liquid surfaces and the rate of filling a capillary gap in the non-interacting systems. For the extension of theory to practical systems, however, special consideration should be given to many complicating factors. In this regard, the removal of oxides is essential, which can be attained by a reducing atmosphere, heating in vacuum or fluxing. Alloying between the filler metal and the base metal is also an important interaction, because it radically affects joint filling in a way of altering the surface tension, viscosity and melting point of the filler metal.

The phenomena of wetting have been studied by many investigators from the standpoints of surface energy, interactions between the filler metal and base metal, viscosity, flux application and so on(1)-(3). Most of these studies are concerned with wettability of pure metal and alloy, and there are few reports dealing with the effects of oxide films and alloy elements on wettability.

In furnace soldering in a protective atmosphere the wettability of molten solder on a base metal is one of the most important factors and can be interfered by oxide films formed by a small amount of oxygen in atmosphere(4). Comprehensive reports on furnace soldering in protective atmosphere, however, are few in number. In this study a basic investigation on furnace soldering has been carried out to study the wettability of liquid tin and activated tin alloys, containing a small amount of Li, Na and P, on copper-base alloys coated with uniform oxide films. Some influences upon the wettability were also discussed.

II. Experimental Procedure

Wettability of molten solder, which is a most important factor in soldering, brazing, hot-dip coating and so on, has been investigated by measurements of spreading, contact angle and capillary action(7)(8). In this experiment the wettability was investigated in terms of the spreading of liquid tin on the base metal, that is, the spreading area of liquid drop was measured under various experimental conditions.

The specimens used were prepared from cold-rolled copper plates (25 mm × 25 mm × 0.3 mm) with 99.9% purity as the base metal and the punched disks from the as-cast tin plates (4 mm in diameter, 1 mm in thickness) for soldering. The spreading test of liquid tin on solid copper was made by heating the tin disk on solid copper in the furnace for a given time, and the spreading area was measured. An example of the spreading test specimens is shown in Photo. 1.

In this experiment the following two factors were mainly examined as the essential factors affecting the wettability of liquid tin on solid copper.
(1) Effects of additional elements to pure tin.
(2) Effects of oxide films on copper plates.

For the investigation of (1), additions of Li, Na and P to pure tin were considered to have influence on the wettability, accompanying the changes in surface tension and chemical property(9). Sn–0.2%Na, Sn–0.2%Li and Sn–0.2%P alloys were prepared as the

(5) A. Bondi: Chemical Rev., 52 (1953), 417.
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activated tin alloys. Table 1 and Photo. 2 show chemical compositions and microstructures of these tin alloys.

On the other hand, for the investigation of (2), that is, in order to make clear the behavior of molten solder to oxide films, the copper plates coated with oxide films were prepared by atmospheric oxidation at 100°C. The oxide films obtained were confirmed to be Cu₂O by electron diffraction analysis.

A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus for the spreading test is shown in Fig. 1. As the atmosphere for the spreading test, high-purity dry argon with a dew point temperature of -48°C was used for copper plates without oxide films and dry argon passed through the furnace regulating the oxygen pressure (Fig. 1) was used for copper plates with oxide films. Here oxide films on the copper plates are in a state of equilibrium to the oxygen partial pressure in atmosphere. That is,

$$2\text{Cu}_2\text{O} \rightleftharpoons 4\text{Cu} + \text{O}_2.$$  (1)

Table 1 Chemical compositions of prepared tin alloys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Composition (wt %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Purity of tin used is 99.99%

Photo. 1 Degree of wetting of pure tin and various activated tin alloys on pure copper (A) and oxidized copper with Cu₂O (400Å in thickness) (B), tested at 340°C.

Photo. 2 Microstructures of the prepared tin alloys. (×200 × 2/3)

(1) Sn-0.2%Li (2) Sn-0.2%Na (3) Sn-0.2%P

Photo. 3 Patterns obtained by electron diffraction.

(a) Cu₂O on the oxidized copper at 100°C for 30 hr.
(b) SnO₂ on the tin drop surface spreaded on the oxidized copper plate
According to eq. (1) the reaction may proceed from left to right in pure argon atmosphere: Cu$_2$O oxide films may be dissociated into pure copper, so that it is not capable of making the spreading test of the oxidized copper in such an atmosphere. In order to stabilize the oxide films at the experimental temperature, the reaction furnace containing high-purity cuprous oxide powder wrapped with copper foils was used. Argon passed through this reaction furnace, controlled at the same temperature as that for the spreading test furnace, protected the oxide films of Cu$_2$O from dissociating or reoxidizing, because argon contained a very small amount of oxygen satisfying such an equilibrium relation as expressed by eq. (1). The surface tension of liquid tin and activated tin alloys was also measured by the sessile drop method\(^{(10)(11)}\), since the surface tension has an influence on wettability.

### III. Results and Discussion

#### 1. Effects of temperature and time on the wettability of pure tin

From Figs. 2 and 3 on the temperature and time dependence of spreading area of liquid tin on the copper plate, it is obvious that a final spreading area reaches its saturation in a relatively short time (about 3 min) at each heating temperature and no further spreading takes place with prolonged heating time. For the wetting phenomena of liquid drops on the solid surface, the following equation is generally valid when the drop of liquid is small\(^{(12)}\):

$$\gamma_s = \gamma_{ls} + \gamma_l \cos \theta,$$

where

- $\gamma_l$: surface tension of the liquid
- $\gamma_{ls}$: surface tension of the solid
- $\gamma_{ls}$: interfacial tension of the liquid/solid interface
- $\theta$: contact angle

if

$$A = \gamma_l - \gamma_{ls} = \gamma_l \cos \theta.$$

$A$ is known as the adhesion tension, and the larger value of $A$ shows the better wettability of the liquid since the surface tension $\gamma_s$ before wetting changes to $\gamma_{ls}$ after the surface of the solid is wetted.

In the wetting of liquid tin on solid copper, if mutual dissolution between the liquid and the solid does not occur, the spreading area of the liquid must be saturated in accordance with eq. (2), since $\gamma_s$, $\gamma_l$, and $\gamma_{ls}$ may be constant in this condition. The results obtained, however, show that the spreading area is not saturated instantly but has a tendency to increase continuously with heating time and finally reaches saturation. This reason cannot be explained by the temperature difference between the tin disk for soldering and the testing furnace, because the copper plate specimen is sufficiently preheated and moreover the heat capacity of the heating plate for the test pieces is very large.

In a reaction system accompanying such solid copper dissolution as in this experiment, parameters $\gamma_l$, $\gamma_{ls}$, and $\theta$ in eqs. (2), (3) may change with heating time and temperature and consequently have influence on the spreadability. It has been made clear by our previous experiments on the reaction of copper dissolution into liquid tin that the copper concentration in liquid tin was considerably high at the interface between solid copper and liquid tin\(^{(13)}\). This phenomena might be based upon a rapid dissolution of copper into liquid tin. As the result of this dissolution reaction, the interfacial tension $\gamma_{ls}$ may change with copper concentration in liquid tin, thus affecting the spreadability of liquid tin. The reaction may reach an equilibrium state after continuous dissolution of solid copper with reaction time, and so the spreadability may change continuously. Therefore the most spreaded drop may show apparently a final spreading area.

The measurement of $\gamma_l$ is comparatively easy, but those of $\gamma_s$ and $\gamma_{ls}$ are very difficult. So, we will discuss correlatively the interfacial tension $\gamma_{ls}$ in eq. (2). Figure 4 shows the spreadability of various tin-copper alloy (copper content is from 0.2 wt % to 5.0 wt %) on pure copper plates and the values of surface tension $\gamma_l$.

\(^{(11)}\) C. J. Clay: An Attempt to Test the Theories of Capillary Action, Cambridge University Press.
Fig. 4 Effects of Cu contents in the tin-copper system alloys on the spreading area and surface tension, tested at 350°C.

of these alloys. As shown in the figure, the spreading area becomes maximum at 0.6 wt.% copper concentration, while the surface tension increases with copper concentration without any remarkable change at 0.6 wt.% copper concentration. Since the surface tension of solid copper $\gamma_s$ in eq. (3) is dependent on temperature only, it may be constant at constant temperature $^\dagger$. As shown in Fig. 4, the effect of copper concentration on the spreading area is larger than that of $\gamma_s$ and consequently $\gamma_{ls}$ becomes smaller in eq. (3). From the facts that $\gamma_{ls}$ is changeable with copper concentration in liquid tin and $A$ in eq. (3) is maximum at 0.6 wt.% copper concentration, $\gamma_s$ may be minimum when the copper concentration in liquid tin reaches 0.6 wt.% by the reaction of copper dissolution. As shown in Fig. 3, the temperature dependence of spreadability may similarly depend on the change of interfacial tension between the solid and the liquid. It is considered, therefore, that wetting perhaps proceeds between liquid tin-copper alloys and tin-copper system alloying layers formed by copper dissolution. In this case $\gamma_{ls}$ may be the interfacial tension between the liquid tin-copper alloy and the alloying layer. As it is evident from the tin-copper system diagram $^{(14)}$ that the $\eta$ phase is formed at 227 ~ 415°C and the $\epsilon$ phase at 415 ~ 640°C $^{(15)(16)}$, it is an important question in this experiment whether the phase adjacent to the liquid is $\eta$ or $\epsilon$.

2. Spreadability of liquid tin on the oxidized copper plates

For the investigation of effects of oxide films on copper plates, the oxidized copper plates with a definite thickness of oxide films were prepared. From Fig. 5 which shows the results of the oxidation test of copper at 100°C, it is obvious that oxide films are thickened logarithmically in the first stage and parabolically in the later stage $^{(17)}$. The thickness of the oxide films provided for this experiment was derived from Fig. 5.

The effects of oxide film thickness on the spreading area of liquid tin are shown in Fig. 6. The spreading area decreases in accordance with increase in the thickness of oxide films and the spreading limits (90° in contact angle) shift to the right side, that is, to the thicker side of oxide films. This fact indicates that oxide films on the base metal plates have a great influence upon the wettability of liquid tin. The presence of SnO$_2$ was recognized on the surface of tin drop after the spreading test by the electron diffraction analysis. Judging from these results, it is considered that the reducing reaction of copper oxides by liquid tin takes an important part in the spreadability. Here, the free energies of formation of Cu$_2$O and SnO$_2$ at 320°C are $-30800$ cal/mol and $-109350$ cal/mol respectively. Therefore, the following chemical reaction may easily take place if liquid tin contacts with the oxide films of Cu$_2$O,

$$\text{Sn} + 2\text{Cu}_2\text{O} \rightleftharpoons \text{SnO}_2 + 4\text{Cu}. \quad (4)$$

Liquid tin may not wet on solid copper until SnO$_2$ formed in accordance with eq. (4) is removed to float on the liquid surface. The higher the temperature, the

$^\dagger$ Actual $\gamma_s$ are considered to be rather a surface tension of a copper-tin alloy formed by the surface diffusion of tin.


(17) O. Kubachevski and B. E. Hopkins: *Oxidation of Metals and Alloys*. 

---

---
more easily take place this reaction, and the thicker the oxide films the smaller becomes the spreading area, because the surface tension of liquid tin may be larger owing to the formation of SnO₂ as a slag. Hence the reducing reaction of Cu₂O by liquid tin may be a very important factor for the wetting of this system.

3. Spreadability of activated tin alloy

Table 2 and Fig. 7 show the relation between temperature and the spreading area on pure copper and oxidized copper. The spreadability of the activated tin alloy on pure copper is nearly similar to that of pure tin, and this may be due mainly to the decrease of the surface tension caused by additional elements. Figure 8 shows the temperature dependence of surface tension for various activated tin alloys. As can be seen from the figure, the surface tension of activated tin alloys is slightly smaller than that of pure tin. The surface tensions of these tin alloys, in general, have the tendency to decrease with increasing temperature, being $dT/dT = -0.2$ dyne/cm·deg.

The spreadability of activated tin alloys on the oxidized copper plates are largely retarded by oxide films in a similar way to the case of pure tin. The spreading limits have the tendency to shift toward the thicker side of oxide films, and this tendency differs depending on the kind of the additional element employed as the activator. The spreading area of the activated tin alloys is larger than that of pure tin on the whole, especially in the case of tin-phosphorus alloys. If the spreadability of the activated tin alloys on the oxidized copper plates is discussed in conformity with that of pure tin, the reducibility of the oxide film (Cu₂O) will be the most important factor. The properties of the activated tin alloys containing Li, Na and P as activators which are superior to pure tin are likely to make spreadability accelerate, and Li₂O, Na₂O and P₂O₅ may be produced in addition to SnO₂ by the reducing reaction of Cu₂O. The free energies of Li₂O, Na₂O and P₂O₅ at 330°C are smaller than that of Cu₂O taking the values of -125000 cal/mol, -79400 cal/mol and -291300 cal/mol respectively

Table 2 Spreading areas of liquid tin and activated tin alloys on the copper plate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Spreading area (mm²/mg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>280°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.99%Sn</td>
<td>0.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn-0.2%Li</td>
<td>0.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn-0.2%Na</td>
<td>0.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn-0.2%P</td>
<td>0.192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7 Relation between the spreading area of various activated tin alloys and the thickness of the oxide film on the oxidized copper, tested at 340°C for 3 min.

Fig. 8 Temperature dependence of surface tension for pure tin and various activated tin alloys.

Fig. 9 Spreading limits vs temperature curves for pure tin and various activated tin alloys as functions of the thickness of the oxide film and the reaction temperature.


are superior in spreadability to other alloys is considered to be due to the decreases in interfacial tension between the liquid and the oxide, in addition to the small values of free energies. Figure 9 shows the spreading limits vs temperature curves for various activated tin alloys. It is obvious from the curves that liquid metals spread in the upper region and do not spread in the lower region, and have the tendency to shift to the thicker side of the oxide films than that of pure tin at low temperature, but at high temperature the activated tin alloys, except for tin-phosphorus alloys, show rather lower activity than pure tin. The reason for this may be considered as follows. The liquid metal drops are covered with SnO₂ or Li₂O (in solid state) produced by the reduction of Cu₂O and thereby the surface tension γ₁ is increased; with increasing temperature, the amount of oxides increases. On the other hand, the tin-phosphorus alloy has the tendency to increase its activity with temperature. This is probably because the reducing reaction product, P₂O₅, which is in the liquid state or sublimes at the experimental temperature, acts as a kind of flux and the interfacial tension γ₁₂ between liquid metal and P₂O₅ is decreased.

4. Mechanism of wetting

Photograph 4 shows the change in shape of the liquid tin drop with heating time on pure copper and oxidized copper. On the pure copper the liquid tin seems to gradually spread decreasing the contact angle without any spherical droplet, while on the oxidized copper plate the liquid tin does not spread immediately since Cu₂O oxide films prevent the drop from spreading, but the liquid tin will follow such a wetting process as liquid tin forms a spherical droplet for a time. And the liquid tin does not spread until the reducing reaction of Cu₂O by itself, based upon the free energies of formation, proceeds. It appears that SnO₂ formed in this way floats on the liquid surface.

IV. Conclusion

The results obtained in this investigation are summarized as follows:

1. The wettability of liquid tin on solid copper is affected by interfacial tension, depending on the amount of copper dissolved in liquid tin; the wettability increases with decrease in interfacial tension which should be minimum at 0.6 wt % Cu.
2. Spreading tests of liquid tin and activated tin alloys on oxidized copper can successfully be carried out using a reaction furnace which keeps the oxygen partial pressure in its atmosphere above the dissociation pressure of Cu₂O to prevent the oxide films from decomposing.
3. The spreading area of liquid tin decreases owing to the presence of oxide films. The spreading area on the oxidized copper plate with the oxide film Cu₂O (600 Å in thickness) was approximately 50% of that on pure copper at 340°C.
4. On the oxidized copper plate the rate of spreading depends on the reduction of oxide films and the activated tin alloys containing Li, Na and P as an additional element show better wettability, most remarkably in the case of P addition.
5. At low temperature the activated tin alloys are superior in spreading limits (90° in contact angle of the liquid) to pure tin. At high temperature these alloys are rather inferior in the limits excepting the tin-phosphorus alloy.
6. There is a little difference in surface tension between liquid tin and activated tin alloys, and the surface tension decreases with increasing temperature in the form dγ/dT = -0.2 dyne/cm·deg.
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